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SUMMARY
Bacterial anti-phage systems are frequently clustered in microbial genomes, forming defense islands. This
property enabled the recent discovery of multiple defense systems based on their genomic co-localization
with known systems, but the full arsenal of anti-phage mechanisms remains unknown. We report the discov-
ery of 21 defense systems that protect bacteria from phages, based on computational genomic analyses and
phage-infection experiments. We identified multiple systems with domains involved in eukaryotic antiviral
immunity, including those homologous to the ubiquitin-like ISG15 protein, dynamin-like domains, and SEFIR
domains, and show their participation in bacterial defenses. Additional systems include domains predicted to
manipulate DNA and RNAmolecules, alongside toxin-antitoxin systems shown here to function in anti-phage
defense. These systems are widely distributed in microbial genomes, and in some bacteria, they form a
considerable fraction of the immune arsenal. Our data substantially expand the inventory of defense systems
utilized by bacteria to counteract phage infection.
INTRODUCTION

To alleviate the burden of phage infection, bacteria evolved a

battery of anti-phage defense systems that can collectively be

termed the ‘‘immune system’’ of bacteria (Bernheim and Sorek,

2020). Historically, research on bacterial defense systems

initially focused on restriction-modification (RM) and abortive

infection systems (Abi) and later on CRISPR-Cas (Hampton

et al., 2020; Ofir and Sorek, 2018). However, recent studies

have shown that the defense arsenal encoded by the prokaryotic

pan-genome is much richer than originally anticipated (Doron

et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2020). These studies relied on the ten-

dency of defense systems to co-localize on bacterial and

archaeal genomes, forming ‘‘defense islands’’ (Makarova et al.,

2011). Systematic analyses of defense islands in tens of thou-

sands of microbial genomes (Doron et al., 2018; Gao et al.,

2020), and the analyses of antiviral hotspots in phage genomes
Cell H
(Rousset et al., 2022), have led to the discovery of several dozens

defense systems exhibiting a variety of defensive mechanisms.

These include systems that utilize second messenger signaling

to mediate defense (Cohen et al., 2019; Ofir et al., 2021; Tal

et al., 2022; Whiteley et al., 2019), systems that produce antiviral

molecules (Bernheim et al., 2021; Kever et al., 2022; Kronheim

et al., 2018), and systems that rely on reverse transcription of

small RNAs as part of the defensive machinery (Gao et al.,

2020; Millman et al., 2020a). Despite this substantial progress

in mapping the bacterial defense arsenal, it was estimated that

a large number of defense systems have yet to be discovered

(Gao et al., 2020).

In this study, we set out to further expand the known arsenal of

defense systems used by bacteria and archaea to battle phages.

By examining clusters of genes enriched in defense islands, we

discovered 21 systems. Some of these systems show homology

to human genes involved in antiviral innate immune functions,
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implying that these functions may have evolved from prokaryotic

phage-defense systems. Our data show that defense systems

can occupy a substantial proportion of the microbial genome,

with some genomes dedicating over one hundred genes for de-

fense against phages.

RESULTS

To classify proteins into families in a manner not relying on

external domain annotation, we clustered �135 million bacterial

and archaeal proteins from >38,000microbial genomes into fine-

grained clusters based on sequence homology. Each cluster

was then analyzed for the propensity of its genes to co-localize

with known defense genes in the analyzed genomes. Clusters

whose genes showed statistically significant enrichment next

to known defense genes (at least 40% of genes co-localizing in

defense islands and q value < 0.05; see STAR Methods; Fig-

ure S1) were considered possibly functioning in anti-phage de-

fense. Overall, of �230,000 clusters with at least 10 members,

we detected 15,574 clusters (�6.5%) that passed these thresh-

olds, 24% of which were already known as defensive (Table S1).

We then analyzed the genomic neighborhood of genes in each of

the defense-associated clusters to identify cases in which the

genes of the cluster are part of a multigene system (Doron

et al., 2018). For 85% of the clusters, we were able to predict

at least one multigene system.

Due to the multitude of candidate defense systems

emerging from this analysis, we prioritized candidates for

experimental verification based on their abundance within

microbial genomes, the novelty of their predicted protein do-

mains compared with domains existing in known defense sys-

tems, and the availability of the system within a genome of a

species closely related to one of our experimental model bac-

teria, Bacillus subtilis and Escherichia coli. Overall, we

selected 45 candidate defense systems for further analysis.

At least two instances for each of these systems, from two

different source genomes (when possible) were taken for

experimental verification (Table S2). The DNA sequence of

each system, spanning the predicted defense genes and the

intergenic spaces to include the native promoters (with one

exception, see below), was synthesized and transformed into

both E. coli and B. subtilis. These bacteria were then chal-

lenged with an array of 26 phages, 12 infecting E. coli, and

14 infecting B. subtilis, spanning a wide range of phage fam-

ilies and life cycles (Table S3). About half of the tested sys-

tems, 21 of 45, protected bacteria against at least one phage

in the set, as measured via plaque assay experiments (Fig-

ure S2; Table 1).

Microbial defense systems with homology to human
innate immunity genes
A subset of the microbial defense systems that we identified

show homology to proteins involved in the antiviral response of

the cell-autonomous innate immune system in animals. These

include proteins resembling interferon-stimulated gene 15

(ISG15), dynamin-like proteins, and SEFIR-domain proteins.

We focused on these systems as they may point to evolutionary

connections between antiviral mechanisms in human and bacte-

rial immunities.
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Homologs of ISG15, a ubiquitin-like protein

The human response to viral infection involves interferon-medi-

ated upregulation of hundreds of antiviral genes (Mesev et al.,

2019). Interferon-stimulated gene 15 (ISG15) is one of the most

strongly and rapidly induced genes as part of the type I interferon

antiviral response (Perng and Lenschow, 2018). ISG15 is a ubiq-

uitin-like protein, comprising two fused ubiquitin-like domains

(Narasimhan et al., 2005). This protein was shown to be conju-

gated by dedicated interferon-induced ubiquitin-conjugating en-

zymes (E1, E2, and E3) onto many viral and host proteins during

infection (Dastur et al., 2006; Dzimianski et al., 2019; Zhao et al.,

2004). Although ISG15 has been known for several decades to

protect animal cells against multiple viruses (D’Cunha et al.,

1996; Freitas et al., 2020), the exact mechanism of protection

is currently unclear (Freitas et al., 2020).

We discovered a 4-gene defense system that comprises a ho-

molog of ISG15, as well as genes with homology to ubiquitin-

conjugating enzymes E1 and E2 (Figure 1A; Figure S3). A fourth

gene in this operon has homology to ubiquitin-removing en-

zymes of the JAB/JAMM family (Figure 1A). The bacterial

ISG15-like gene encodes, similar to the human ISG15, a protein

with two consecutive ubiquitin-like domains, each with clear

structural homology to the ISG15 ubiquitin-like domains (Fig-

ure S3). The four-gene operon was detected in 110 of the bacte-

rial genomes we studied and was specifically abundant in

Alphaproteobacteria (Table S4). As we could not find a homolog

of this system in organisms phylogenetically similar to our lab

model organisms, we cloned the system from several different

Alpha- and Betaproteobacterial species under an inducible pro-

moter instead of using their native promoters. E. coli expressing

the prokaryotic ISG15-like system from either Collimonas,

Caulobacter, Cupriavidus, Paraburkholderia, or Thiomonas was

protected against infection by several phages (Figure 1B). We

named genes within this defense system bilABCD, acronym for

bacterial ISG15-like genes (Figure 1A).

A point mutation in the conserved glycine at the very

C-terminus of the ISG15 homolog (G163A), which in animals

was found to be essential for conjugating the ISG15 onto target

molecules, completely abolished defense (Figure 1C). In addi-

tion, a point mutation in a conserved cysteine in the predicted

active site of the E1 domain (C385A, predicted to inactivate

ISG15 binding), as well as a point mutation in the predicted ad-

enylation site of the E1 (G219A) completely impaired defense

against phage (Figure 1C). A single mutation in the predicted

active site of the JAB-domain-containing protein also impaired

defense (Figure 1C). These results imply that as in the animal

antiviral ISG15, the conjugation of the bacterial ISG15 onto

target proteins may be essential for the defensive activity. At

this point, the antiviral mechanism of action remains unclear

for both the animal and the bacterial ISG15; however, we posit

that understanding the mechanism may prove more straightfor-

ward in bacteria due to the simplicity of bacteria-phage experi-

mental systems.

The ISG15-like system can be found in a variety of subtypes in

microbial genomes. In addition to the operon described above,

some systems appear with a single ubiquitin-like domain

(instead of the two fused domains in the ISG15-like system

above), and in some cases, the genewith the JAB deubiquitinase

domain is missing (Table S4). Overall, such systems are found in



Table 1. Genes and domains of the discovered systems

System name Gene symbols Domains Associated Pfams/COGs/KOGs

ISG15-like BilA, BilB, BilC, BilD ISG15-like, E2, JAB, E1 Pfam14455, Pfam14464, Pfam14459,

COG4015

Dynamins LeoBC, LeoA Dynamins, NusA-like Pfam00350, Pfam18709, Pfam13184,

KOG0447

SEFIR bSEFIR SEFIR Pfam08357

Lamassu-Family LmuA, LmuB, LmuC SMC, metal-dependent hydrolase,

peptidase, Mrr nuclease, REase (PDDEXK),

hypothetical

KOG0962, COG1196, Pfam12532,

COG2333, Pfam00548, Pfam20280,

Pfam20289, COG1787, Pfam04471,

Pfam20282, Pfam20288, Pfam02463,

COG0497

Mokosh type I MkoA, MkoB Kinase, helicase, HTH, PLD KOG0583, KOG0603, COG1112, KOG1802

Pfam20024, KOG3603

Pfam08378

Mokosh type II MkoC Helicase, PLD COG1112, COG3886, KOG3603

PsyrTA PsyrT, PsyrA RecQ, PRTase, DprA COG0514, Pfam15610, COG0758

ShosTA ShosT, ShosA DprA, PRTase, hydrolase KOG3109, Pfam15610, COG0758

RosmerTA RmrT, RmrA Hypothetical, Zn-peptidase COG3655, COG2856, Pfam06114

Azaca ZacA, ZacB, ZacC DUF6361, PLD-like nuclease, helicase Pfam19888, KOG3603, KOG1016

Olokun OloA, OloB Adaptin_N, nuclease Pfam01602, Pfam18742

Menshen NsnA, NsnB, NsnC DndB, ATPase, hypothetical Pfam14072, COG4637, Pfam12476

Dazbog DzbA, DzbB DndB, hypothetical Pfam14072

Uzume UzuA GIY-YIG nuclease Pfam19835

Nhi-like Nhi Nuclease, helicase Pfam08378, Pfam09848

Bunzi BnzA, BnzB TerB, hypothetical Pfam08000, Pfam05099, Pfam07889

Shango SngA, SngB, SngC TerB, ATPase, helicase Pfam13208, Pfam05099, Pfam15615,

Pfam10923, COG1201

Tiamat TmtA Hsp90, DUF3684, DUF3883 COG0326, Pfam12449, Pfam13020

Dodola DolA, DolB Hypothetical, clpB-like Pfam19952, COG0542

Borvo BovA CHAT protease Pfam12770

SoFIC SoFic SoFic COG3177

Aditi DitA, DitB Hypotheticals –
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2.6% of the genomes we studied (Table S4). Intriguingly, type II

CBASS anti-phage defense systems also contain ancillary genes

(cap2 and cap3), which encode enzymes with E1, E2, and JAB

domains (Millman et al., 2020b). These enzymes were recently

shown to conjugate the cGAS-like defense protein of CBASS

onto unknown targets in the bacterial cell to boost immunity

(Ledvina et al., 2022). It is possible that the parallel enzymes in

the ISG15-like system similarly function to conjugate the

ISG15-like protein onto cellular targets as part of the immune

function.

Dynamin domains, homologs of animal Mx

antiviral genes

Dynamins are a family of large GTPases that carry out various

membrane remodeling activities, including fission and fusion of

vesicles and other subcellular compartments (Ramachandran

and Schmid, 2018). A subfamily of eukaryotic dynamins, the

Mx proteins, are interferon-induced immune proteins (Haller

et al., 2015) that protect against viruses such as influenza and

herpes (Crameri et al., 2018; Frese et al., 1996; Krug et al.,

1985). It was suggested that Mx GTPases detect viral infection

by sensing nucleocapsid-like structures, then trapping viral
components and moving them to locations where they become

unavailable for the generation of new virus particles (Haller et al.,

2015). It was also suggested that Mx proteins actively disas-

semble viral capsids (Serrero et al., 2022). However, the mecha-

nism of dynamin-like Mx proteins in animal antiviral immunity is

not entirely clear.

A recent study showed that a dynamin-family gene called

dynA, a housekeeping gene inB. subtilis, protects against phage

infection by maintaining membrane integrity and thus delaying

cell lysis (Guo et al., 2022). In our study, we detected an operon

of two consecutive dynamin-like proteins that was consistently

present next to defense systems in bacterial defense islands

(Figure 1D). This operon showed homology to the dynamin-like

genes in the Leo operon from Escherichia coli ETEC H10407

(Michie et al., 2014), which were shown through X-ray crystallog-

raphy to encode proteins with dynamin-like structures (Michie

et al., 2014) and were suggested to be involved in bacterial viru-

lence due to their localization in a pathogenicity island (Flecken-

stein et al., 2000). However, based on the high frequency of co-

localization of this operon with known defense systems (60% of

the cases), we hypothesized that it has a role in defense against
Cell Host & Microbe 30, 1–14, November 9, 2022 3
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Figure 1. Defense systems encoding domains that participate in human immunity
(A) The ISG15-like operon.

(B) Defense profiles of five ISG15-like operons transformed into E. coli under an inducible promoter. Fold defense was measured using serial dilution plaque

assays, comparing the efficiency of plating (EOP) of phages on the system-containing strain with the EOP on a control strain that lacks the system. Data represent

an average of three replicates (see Figure S2). A designation of ‘‘s’’ stands for a marked reduction in plaque size.

(C) EOP of phage SECphi27 infecting E. coliwith and withoutWT andmutated ISG15-like system fromCollimonas. Data represent plaque-forming units (PFU) per

milliliter; bar graph represents an average of three replicates, with individual data points overlaid.

(D) A two-gene system with dynamin-like protein domains.

(E) EOP of two phages on B. subtilis harboring a WT or mutated dynamin-like system from B. vietnamensis under native promoter.

(F) SEFIR-domain protein from Bacillus sp. NIO-1130. The SEFIR domain location is marked on the gene.

(G) EOP of phi29 infecting B. subtilis harboring the WT or mutant SEFIR from Bacillus sp. NIO-1130 under native promoter.

(H) Growth curves for B. subtilis cells harboring a plasmid with the SEFIR system cloned fromBacillus sp. NIO-1130, or negative control cells containing an empty

vector, infected with phage phi29 at t = 0. Each growth curve represents the mean of 3 biological replicates, and the shaded area corresponds to the 95%

confidence interval.

(I) Concentrations of NAD+ (top) and ADPR (bottom) in cell lysates extracted from phi29-infected cells as measured by targeted LC-MS with synthesized

standards. x axis representsminutes post infection, with zero representing noninfected cells. Cells were infected by phage phi29 at aMOI of 5 at 30�C. Bar graphs
represent the average of three biological replicates, with individual data points overlaid.

EOP data appearing in this figure are also shown in Figure S2. Asterisk marks statistically significant decrease in EOP (one-way ANOVA followed by pairwise

multiple comparisons using Tukey’s honest significant difference criterion, p values < 0.05).
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phages. We cloned the two-gene system from Bacillus vietna-

mensis NBRC 101237 into both B. subtilis and E. coli and tested

whether it had anti-phage activity against the 26 phages in our

set. The operon conferred substantial levels of defense, but

only against the B. subtilis phages AR9 and PBS1, both of which

are ‘‘jumbo-phages,’’ encoding unusually large phage particles

with genome sizes of >250 kb (Figure 1E). Mutating the phos-

phate binding motif in the GTPase domains of either of the two
4 Cell Host & Microbe 30, 1–14, November 9, 2022
proteins abolished the defense, suggesting that GTP hydrolysis

and the mechanical force it is hypothesized to generate within

the bacterial dynamin proteins are necessary for anti-phage de-

fense (Figure 1E).

The two-gene dynamin system we characterized is found in

�1% of bacterial genomes in our set, belonging to phylogeneti-

cally diverse bacterial phyla, including Proteobacteria, Firmi-

cutes, Actinobacteria, Cyanobacteria, Bacteroidetes, and more
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(Table S5). In some cases, for example, in the E. coli, ETEC

H10407 genome, the first gene is divided into two separate

genes (Table S5). Although the mechanism of defense of this

operon is currently unknown, it is tempting to speculate that it

would function similarly to Mx proteins in the animal immune

system.

Proteins with SEFIR domain

The SEFIR domain is an intracellular signaling domain found in

interleukin-17 receptors (IL-17R) and other human immune pro-

teins (Novatchkova et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2014). Following IL-

17 binding, the SEFIR domain of the membrane-bound IL-17R

interacts with a SEFIR domain of the cytosolic immune adaptor

protein NF-kB activator 1 (Act1), leading to a signaling cascade

that activates the immune response (Onishi et al., 2010; Ryzha-

kov et al., 2011). The SEFIR domain shares structural similarity

with Toll/IL-1 receptor (TIR) domains, but structural elements

unique to SEFIR and distinct from TIR domains have been

described (Zhang et al., 2014).

SEFIR domains were also identified in prokaryotes (Wu et al.,

2012; Yang et al., 2018). A crystal structure of a SEFIR domain

from Bacillus cereus showed high structural similarity to the hu-

man IL-17R SEFIR (Yang et al., 2018), and it was hypothesized

that bacterial SEFIR domains function as general protein-protein

interaction domains for diverse physiological processes (Yang

et al., 2018). However, we found that bacterial SEFIR proteins

are enriched in defense islands, which suggested a specific

role in bacterial immunity. Indeed, a SEFIR-domain protein

from Bacillus sp. NIO-1130 conferred defense against phage

phi29 when expressed inB. subtilis (Figures 1F and 1G). Defense

was abolished when the amino acid predicted as involved in

SEFIR-SEFIR interactions (D40A) was mutated, suggesting that

such interactions are necessary for anti-phage defense (Yang

et al., 2018). We detected homologs of the SEFIR-domain

gene in 460 genomes in our set, belonging to diverse bacteria

spanning over 20 phyla, including homologs in the archaeal spe-

cies Methanosarcina barkeri and Methanosarcina mazei

(Table S6). It is unclear whether the eukaryotic SEFIR domain

has evolved from the prokaryotic one or whether the SEFIR

domain evolved independently in both taxonomical groups, pre-

sumably from TIR domains that have abundant immune func-

tions in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Wu et al., 2012).

The homology between SEFIR and TIR domains suggests that

these domains might function through a similar mechanism.

Recent studies have shown that many TIR domains in bacteria

function as effectors in defense systems such as CBASS, Pyc-

sar, and prokaryotic argonaute (pAgo) systems, all of which

defend through abortive infection where the TIR domain de-

pletes cellular NAD+ in response to phage infection (Hogrel

et al., 2022; Koopal et al., 2022; Morehouse et al., 2020; Tal

et al., 2021). To test whether SEFIR similarly defends through

abortive infection, we performed infection experiments in liquid

cultures with cells expressing the SEFIR protein. Cultures in-

fected with low multiplicity of infection (MOI) were protected

from phage-mediated lysis, whereas cultures infected with

high MOI collapsed even earlier than the cultures not expressing

the system (Figure 1H). This phenotype is typical to abortive

infection systems, in which infected bacteria that contain the de-

fense system undergo cell death and do not produce phage

progeny (Lopatina et al., 2020).
To further examine whether the SEFIR domain, similar to

the TIR domain, degrades cellular NAD+ during phage infec-

tion, we used mass spectrometry to monitor the levels of

NAD+ in infected cells (Figure 1I). A sharp decrease in NAD+

levels was observed between 15 and 30 min post infection

in cells that contained a functional SEFIR protein. This

decrease was not observed in control cells lacking the system

or in cells where the SEFIR domain was inactivated by a point

mutation (Figure 1I). In parallel with NAD+ depletion, we

observed accumulation of ADP-ribose (ADPR), which is the

cleavage product of NAD+ (Figure 1I, bottom). These results

demonstrate that bacterial SEFIR-domain proteins defend

against phages through abortive infection by causing NAD+

depletion in infected cells. It would be interesting to

examine whether SEFIR domains in humans also retained

the NAD+ processing enzymatic activity or, alternatively, lost

their enzymatic activity similar to TIR domains in Toll-like

receptors.

A diverse family of Lamassu-like systems involving SMC
proteins
Our analysis retrievedmultiple operons encoding a protein of the

structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) family (Fig-

ure 2A). SMC is a split ATPase domain in which the two half-

ATPase segments are separated by a long coiled coil (Haering

et al., 2002). SMC proteins were shown to function in high-order

chromosome organization in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes,

including chromosome condensation during replication (Mi-

chaelis et al., 1997), sister chromatid attachment (Losada

et al., 1998), andDNA repair (Potts et al., 2006). The SMCdomain

was also described in a two-gene defense system called La-

massu (Doron et al., 2018). In addition to the SMC gene (lmuB),

Lamassu encodes the LmuA protein that has an N-terminal

Cap4 dsDNA endonuclease domain (formerly DUF4297) (Lowey

et al., 2020). Type II Lamassu systems also encode lmuC, an

additional short gene of unknown function (Payne et al., 2021).

It was recently shown that type II Lamassu (called DdmABC in

V. cholerae) protects V. cholerae from both phage infection

and plasmid replication through abortive infection (Jaskólska

et al., 2022).

In the current study, we found that the original type I and type II

Lamassu systems are only a subset of a large family of Lamassu-

like defense systems that are commonly found in bacterial and

archaeal genomes (Table S7). Additional members in this family

all encode the lmuB SMC gene, and most of them also encode

the lmuC gene. However, the endonuclease domain in lmuA

can be replaced by other domains, including endonuclease do-

mains of the PDDEXK and Mrr families, sirtuin (SIR2) domain,

and additional hydrolase, protease, and monooxygenase do-

mains (Figure 2A). Many of these domains function as effectors

in other bacterial defense systems that protect through abortive

infection. For example, the Cap4 endonuclease functions as the

effector domain in CBASS systems, where it cleaves both host

and phage DNA when activated (Lowey et al., 2020). Moreover,

SIR2 domains cause NAD+ depletion in many abortive infection

systems, including Thoeris, DSR, and more (Garb et al., 2022;

Ofir et al., 2021; Zaremba et al., 2022). It is therefore likely that

systems in the Lamassu family all protect against phage via

abortive infection.
Cell Host & Microbe 30, 1–14, November 9, 2022 5
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Figure 2. The Lamassu family of defense systems

(A) Domain organization of systems from the Lamassu family. Effector domain at the N terminus of LmuA is in dark purple. REase stands for restriction endo-

nuclease.

(B) Defense profiles of four Lamassu-like operons transformed into E. coli and B. subtilis under their native promoters. Depiction of fold defense data is as in

Figure 1B.

(C) EOP of phages infecting WT and mutated Lamassu-like systems. EOP data appearing in this figure is also shown in Figure S2.

(D) Growth curves for E. coli MG1655 cells harboring a plasmid with the Lamassu-like system cloned from E. coli O150:H5 SE15, or negative control cells

containing an empty vector, infected with phage SECphi27 at t = 0. Each growth curve represents the mean of 3 biological replicates, each with an average of 2

technical replicates, and the shaded area corresponds to the 95% confidence interval.
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We selected 6 instances of the expanded Lamassu family to

be tested experimentally. Of these, four systems showed de-

fense against E. coli and/or B. subtilis phages (Figure 2B). In all

cases, defense was dependent on a functional SMC protein

because a point mutation in the ATPase active site of the SMC

gene abolished defense (Figure 2C). Mutation in the effector do-

mains of these systems also abolished defense, as well as the

deletion of lmuC, demonstrating that all components are neces-

sary for the defensive function (Figure 2C). Infection in liquid cul-

ture showed that Lamassu-like systems protect the culture when

phages are supplied in low MOI, but the culture collapses when

phages are added in high MOI (Figure 2D), confirming that other

Lamassu-like systems, in addition to the DdmABC type II La-

massu (Jaskólska et al., 2022), also function via abortive

infection.

Systems from the expanded family of Lamassu are found in

�10% of the bacterial and archaeal genomes in our set

(Table S7). Members of this family were previously detected in

regions within prophage genomes that form hotspots for bacte-

rial immune systems (Rousset et al., 2022), further supporting a

general role in defense. As the lmuA gene frequently encodes

an effector domain that is known to execute abortive infection

in other defense systems, we hypothesize that the SMC-contain-

ing LmuB protein is responsible for the recognition of the

invading phage, as was also previously suggested (Jaskólska

et al., 2022; Krishnan et al., 2020). As SMC proteins typically

interact with DNA, it is possible that LmuB primarily detects

the DNA of the invading phage, possibly by recognizing phage

DNA replication intermediates, as also proposed by a recent

study (Jaskólska et al., 2022). Following phage DNA recognition,
6 Cell Host & Microbe 30, 1–14, November 9, 2022
ATP hydrolysis by the LmuB ATPase would activate LmuA, via a

mechanism that can be similar to the SMC-containing DNA

repair system SbcCD, in which recognition of damaged DNA ac-

tivates an associated nuclease (K€ashammer et al., 2019).

Multiple additional defense systems
In addition to the systems described above, multiple other sys-

tems were discovered here (Figure 3; Tables S8–S24). We

named many of these systems after protective deities from

various world mythologies, as previously done for newly discov-

ered anti-phage systems (Doron et al., 2018). The set of discov-

ered systems includes genes spanning a variety of protein do-

mains and molecular functions (Figure 3; Tables S8–S24). For

example, we found a family of systems that we call here Mokosh

(Slavic goddess protector of women’s destiny), which comprises

genes with an RNA helicase domain of the COG1112 family and

a predicted nuclease of the PLD family (Figure 3A). The RNA heli-

case domain of Mokosh shows substantial homology to the hu-

man RNA helicase Upf1, which regulates degradation of RNA

transcripts that contain premature stop codons (Figure S4)

(Kim et al., 2005). In type I Mokosh, the RNA helicase and PLD

nuclease are separated into two genes, and the gene with the

helicase domain additionally includes a serine-threonine kinase

domain (STK) (Figure 3A). Type II Mokosh systems comprise a

single gene with the RNA helicase at the N terminus and the

PLD nuclease at the C-terminus (Figure 3A). Three Mokosh sys-

tems in our set showed defense against phages in E. coli (Fig-

ure 3B). Mutations in the ATP-binding domain of the helicase

abolished defense, as well as mutations in the active site of the

PLD nuclease (Figure 4). We hypothesize that this system
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Figure 3. Additional defense systems discovered in this study

(A) Domain organization of defense systems. The two lines of BnzA represent the predicted transmembrane helices.

(B) Defense profiles of defense systems operons transformed into E. coli and B. subtilis under their native promoters. Depiction of fold defense data is as in

Figure 1B; source data are shown in Figure S2.
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Figure 4. EOP of phages infecting WT and mutated systems

EOP data appearing in this figure is also shown in Figure S2. All experiments were done at room temperature except for the RosmerTA system, for which ex-

periments were performed at 37�C. Donor organisms are asmentioned in Figure 3B.We were unable to transform the following deletion mutants, possibly due to

toxicity: DpsyrA, DshosA, DrmrA, and DdzbB. Point mutations were designed to inactivate the predicted active site, and in the absence of predicted active sites

the full gene was deleted.
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involves recognition of phage RNA or RNA/DNA intermediates

associated with phage replication.

Several two-gene systems that we identified here as involved

in phage resistance were previously shown to encode toxin-anti-

toxin (TA) systems (Figures 3 and 4). These include the ShosTA

system (Kimelman et al., 2012), which was also recently verified

as phage-defensive in another study (Rousset et al., 2022), and

the PsyrTA system (also called RqlHI) (Russell and Mulvey,

2015; Sberro et al., 2013). Both systems encode an antitoxin

with homology to DprA, a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)-binding

protein known to be involved in DNA transformation (Mortier-

Barrière et al., 2007). The toxin contains a phosphoribosyl trans-

ferase (PRTase) domain, which was previously found in effectors

of retron abortive infection systems (Mestre et al., 2020; Millman

et al., 2020a). Another defense system in our set, which we call

here RosmerTA (Gallo-Roman goddess of fertility) involves an

antitoxin with a Zn-peptidase and a toxin of unknown function,

a configuration previously shown in TA systems (Luo et al.,

2015; Matelska et al., 2017; Rousset et al., 2021). These systems

join other TA systems, including RnlAB (Koga et al., 2011), ToxIN

(Blower et al., 2011), and DarTG (LeRoux et al., 2022), which

were shown to confer phage defense (LeRoux and Laub, 2022).

Two systems in our set, which we denote Bunzi and Shango

(Kongo goddess of rain and Yoruba god of thunder), encode pro-

teins with TerB domains (Figures 3 and 4). TerB was originally

identified in the tellurite resistance gene cassette (Whelan

et al., 1997) and was hypothesized to be involved in phage de-

fense (Anantharaman et al., 2012). Although the exact function

of this domain is unknown, it was shown to be associated with

the periplasmic membrane (Alekhina et al., 2011), and indeed,

the TerB protein in the Bunzi system contains predicted trans-

membrane-spanning helices as well as a domain predicted to

interact with lipids (Figure 3A). Possibly, these systems may be

involved in membrane surveillance. Notably, the Shango system

has also been discovered in a parallel study, where it was shown

to confer anti-phage defense in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (J.

Bondy-Denomy and A. Davidson, personal communication).

Additional protein domains found in the defense systems

described here include various nuclease, peptidase, and chap-

eron-associated domains. We also found a standalone protein

with Fic domain (SoFic), which is known to be a protein AMPy-

lase (capable of ligating AMP onto proteins) (Engel et al., 2012;

Harms et al., 2016). One defensive protein in our set encodes a

predicted N-terminal nuclease and the domain of unknown func-

tion DUF2075 (pfam09848), a domain organization identical to

the Nhi anti-phage protein discovered recently in Staphylo-

coccus epidermidis (Bari et al., 2022). Although there is no

sequence identity between the S. epidermidis Nhi and the pro-

tein we studied here, we denoted our protein Nhi-like because

the similar domain organization suggests a similar function.

One defense system, which we call here Aditi (Hindu guardian

goddess of all life), contains two proteins of unknown function,

which had no homology to any known domain even when using

the sensitive homology prediction tool HHpred (Steinegger et al.,

2019; Zimmermann et al., 2018).

Distribution of defense systems in microbial genomes
To assess the distribution of defense systems in prokaryotic ge-

nomes, we updated DefenseFinder (Tesson et al., 2022) with all
of the systems described in this study and applied it on a subset

of 3,895 genomes in our database that were defined as

‘‘finished,’’ i.e., fully sequenced and assembled with no gaps.

In total, we found 22,610 defense systems in 3,688 of the

3,895 genomes (Figure 5A; Tables S25 and S26). Of these,

12.2% are systems described in this study (Figure 5B). Of the

3,895 genomes analyzed, 1,837 (47%) contain at least one of

the systems described in this study (Table S25).

In line with previous reports (Makarova et al., 2020; Millman

et al., 2020b; Oliveira et al., 2014; Tal et al., 2021; Tesson

et al., 2022), themost common systems are restriction-modifica-

tion systems (found in 84% of the genomes we analyzed),

CRISPR (45% of the genomes), and CBASS/Pycsar (17% of

the genomes) (Table S25). We found that bacteria and archaea

hold on average 5.8 defense systems per genome and dedicate

on average 15.4 genes for defense. From a phylogenetic

perspective there are several phyla that largely deviate from

this average. For example, in line with previous reports (Tesson

et al., 2022), we found that genomes of the obligate intracellular

species Chlamydiae encode no known defense systems, even

after including the systems described in the current study (Fig-

ure 5C; Figure S5). In contrast, Cyanobacterial genomes encode,

on average, 13.8 defense systems and the distribution around

the average is very wide (between 0 to 43 systems per genome)

(Figure 5C). Examining archaeal genomes available in our set, we

find that genomes of the phylum Crenarchaeota (24 genomes of

15 different species) rely almost completely on CRISPR as a de-

fense mechanism (2.4 CRISPRs on average), with only 6 ge-

nomes encoding an additional RM system, and no other system

(Table S25). In contrast, Euryarchaeota species encode a

diverse arsenal of systems, with an average of 7.5 systems per

genome (Figure S5).

Some genomes encode an exceptionally large number of de-

fense systems. For example, Anabaena cylindrica PCC 7122

encodes 13 RM loci, 10 CRISPR loci, and 20 additional defense

systems, which are spread in defense islands throughout the

genome (Figure 5D). This organism seems to devote at least

132 genes for defense against phage. In some organisms, the

systems we reported in the current study form a substantial

fraction of the defensive arsenal (Figure 5D). In contrast, there

are 207 genomes in our dataset (5.3%) in which we could not

find any known defense system. Most of these genomes are

small (82.6% have <2,000 genes), but this set also includes

strains of well-studied free-living bacteria (Table S26). It is

possible that these strains encode defense systems that are

not yet discovered or are otherwise especially vulnerable

to phage.

DISCUSSION

Our study substantially expands contemporary knowledge on

the defense arsenal used by bacteria to mitigate phage infection.

Beginning with the Doron et al. publication in 2018 (Doron et al.,

2018), studies that relied on genomic localization signatures

unearthed, together with the current study, over 50 previously

unknown defense systems (Bernheim et al., 2021; Cohen et al.,

2019; Doron et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2020; Millman

et al., 2020a; Rousset et al., 2022; Tal and Sorek, 2022; Tal

et al., 2021, 2022). A minority of these systems were studied in
Cell Host & Microbe 30, 1–14, November 9, 2022 9
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Figure 5. Distribution of defense systems in microbial genomes

(A) Presence of defense systems described in this study in finished genomes. y axis depicts the fraction of genomes, of the 3,895 finished genomes analyzed, that

contain each of the defense systems discovered in this study.

(B) Abundance of defense systems in finished genomes. Fraction of 22,610 systems found in 3,895 finished genomes.

(C) Phylum-specific distribution of defense systems for selected phyla. x axis presents the number of defense systems per genome; y axis presents the fraction of

genomes within the phylum. Dashed line is the average number of defense systems per genome of the entire set of 3,895 genomes; solid gray line is the average

within the phylum. Figure S5 presents data for additional phyla.

(D) Presence of defense systems in representative genomes. Colors in the ring represent different genomic scaffolds. Names of defense systems detected in this

study are in brown.
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depth, revealing a wide functional variety of defensive mecha-

nisms involving new signaling molecules (Cohen et al., 2019;

Ofir et al., 2021; Tal et al., 2021; Whiteley et al., 2019), chemical

defense (Bernheim et al., 2021), reverse transcription of non-

coding RNAs (Bobonis et al., 2022; Gao et al., 2020; Millman

et al., 2020a), and depletion of essential molecules during infec-

tion (Garb et al., 2022; Tal et al., 2022). It is therefore anticipated
10 Cell Host & Microbe 30, 1–14, November 9, 2022
that future in-depth studies of the systems described here will

reveal similarly diverse mechanisms of defense.

Although some of the defense systems we discovered, e.g.,

the SoFic, Lamassu-like, and Mokosh systems, are found in a

substantial fraction of microbial genomes, many of the systems

discovered here are rare (Figure 5A). The long tail of rare defense

systems that sparsely populate bacterial genomes may be the
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consequence of efficient counter-defense measures developed

by phages over the course of evolution, whichmay have resulted

in elimination of these systems from many of the genomes.

Nevertheless, rare defense systems were previously found as

useful for biotechnological and biomedical uses. For example,

the Cas12 and Cas13 proteins used for molecular diagnostics

(Singh et al., 2022), as well as the prokaryotic viperin enzymes

that produce candidate antiviral molecules (Bernheim et al.,

2021), are all present in less than 1% of the genomes analyzed.

Based on the past adoption of bacterial defense systems as mo-

lecular tools, it is possible that some of the defense systems we

discovered may form the basis for future such tools, even if they

are rare in nature.

It recently became clear that multiple components of the hu-

man innate immune system have evolved from bacterial anti-

phage defense mechanisms (Wein and Sorek, 2022). CBASS

systems were shown to be ancestral to the human cGAS-STING

pathway (Cohen et al., 2019; Millman et al., 2020b; Morehouse

et al., 2020; Whiteley et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2020), and evidence

for eukaryotic acquisition of the antiviral protein viperin from

archaea has been presented (Bernheim et al., 2021). Moreover,

homologs of human immunity proteins such as gasdermins, Ar-

gonautes, and proteins with TIR domains were all documented in

bacteria and were shown to participate in phage defense (John-

son et al., 2022; Koopal et al., 2022; Kuzmenko et al., 2020;

Morehouse et al., 2020; Ofir et al., 2021). In this study, we report

on additional bacterial defense systems that encode domains

known to be involved in animal immunity. In some cases, such

as the ISG15 and Mx antiviral proteins, the mechanism by which

they confer defense in human cells is not entirely clear despite

decades of research (Haller and Kochs, 2020). Although their

mechanisms of action in bacteria are also unknown, the relative

simplicity of bacteria-phage experimental models may result in

more rapid mechanistic solutions for these systems. We there-

fore envision that studies of these defense systems in bacteria

may eventually shed light on their parallel roles in animal

immunity.

Some of the defense systems described in this study,

including the Lamassu system, the SEFIR-domain system, and

possibly additional systems, function via abortive infection, a

process that inflicts cell death or growth arrest in response to

infection. As the defense systems we found were generally not

toxic when expressed in noninfected cells (Figures 1G and 2D;

Figure S6), their toxicity is probably activated in response to

phage infection, as previously shown for other abortive infection

systems (Cohen et al., 2019; Garb et al., 2022; Koopal et al.,

2022; LeRoux et al., 2022; Millman et al., 2020a; Ofir et al.,

2021; Tal et al., 2021, 2022).

Although our study revealed a substantial number of defense

systems, many gene families that showed high propensity of

localization within defense islands were not studied here due

to the limited experimental capacity of the study (Table S1).

Moreover, some of the tested candidate defense systems that

were not verified as defensive in this study may still have defen-

sive roles under conditions not tested here or against types of

phages that were not included in our set. Therefore, despite

the remarkable progress in understanding the bacterial immune

system in the past few years, we are still far from understanding

the full capacity of the bacterial immune arsenal.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and virus strains

E. coli K-12 MG1655 ATCC ATCC: 47076

Genbank: NC_000913

B. subtilis BEST7003 M. Itaya Genbank: AP012496

l-vir Udi Qimron Genbank: NC_001416.1

SECphi18 Doron et al. (2018) Genbank: LT960609.1

SECphi4 Millman et al., 2020a Genbank: MT331608.1

SECphi6 Millman et al., 2020a Genbank: CADCZA020000001.1

SECphi27 Doron et al. (2018) Genbank: LT961732.1

T5 Udi Qimron Genbank: AY543070.1

T7 Udi Qimron Genbank: NC_001604.1

SECphi17 Doron et al. (2018) Genbank: LT960607.1

T2 German Collection of Microorganisms and

Cell Cultures GmbH (DSMZ)

DSM: 16352

Genbank: LC348380.1

T6 German Collection of Microorganisms and

Cell Cultures GmbH (DSMZ)

DSM: 4622

Genbank: MH550421.1

P1 Udi Qimron Genbank: AF234172.1

T4 Udi Qimron Genbank: AF158101.6

SPO1 Bacillus Genetic Stock Center BGSC: 1P4

Genbank: NC_011421.1

SP82G Bacillus Genetic Stock Center BGSC: 1P5

Genbank: OM236513.1

SBSphiC Doron et al. (2018) Genbank: LT960610.1

SPbeta Bacillus Genetic Stock Center BGSC: 1L5

Genbank: AF020713.1

rho14 Bacillus Genetic Stock Center BGSC: 1L15

Genbank: OM236514.1

SPR Bacillus Genetic Stock Center BGSC: 1L56

Genbank: OM236515.1

SPP1 Bacillus Genetic Stock Center BGSC : 1P7

Genbank: X97918.2

FADO This study Genbank: OM236516.1

phi3T Bacillus Genetic Stock Center BGSC: 1L1

Genbank: KY030782.1

PBS1 The Félix d’Hérelle Reference Center for

Bacterial Viruses

HER: 97

Genbank: MF360957.1

phi29 German Collection of Microorganisms and

Cell Cultures GmbH (DSMZ)

DSM: 5546

Genbank: NC_011048.1

AR9 Konstantin Severinov Genbank: NC_031039.1

SBSphiJ Doron et al. (2018) Genbank: LT960608.1

phi105 Bacillus Genetic Stock Center BGSC: 1L11

Genbank: HM072038.1

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

NAD+ Sigma N0632-1G

ADPR Sigma A0752-25MG

Critical commercial assays

DNeasy blood and tissue kit QIAGEN Cat#69504

Nextera DNA Library Prep Kit Illumina Cat#15027865, Cat#15027866

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit QIAGEN Cat#27106

DNase-I Merck Cat#11284932001

Deposited data

Phage FADO genome sequence This study Genbank: OM236516.1

Recombinant DNA

pBad/His A Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#43001

pUb8-pUb12, See Table S2 This paper, Genscript Corp. N/A

pSG1-RFP Doron et al. (2018) N/A

pSG34-pSG210, See Table S2 This paper, Genscript Corp. N/A

Software and algorithms

MMseqs2 (release 2-1c7a89) Steinegger and Söding (2017) https://github.com/soedinglab/MMseqs2

HHpred server Zimmermann et al. (2018) https://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/tools/

hhpred

HHsuite (v3.2.0) Steinegger et al. (2019) https://github.com/soedinglab/hh-suite

qvalue R package Storey et al. (2019) https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/qvalue.html

MAFFT (v7.475) Katoh et al. (2002) https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/

HMMer suite (v3.3) Eddy (2011) http://hmmer.org/

AlphaFold2 (v2.1.1) Jumper et al. (2021) https://github.com/deepmind/alphafold

PDBeFold Krissinel and Henrick (2004) https://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/ssm/

SPAdes v. 3.11.0 Bankevich et al. (2012) https://cab.spbu.ru/software/spades/
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the Lead Contact, Rotem Sorek (rotem.sorek@

weizmann.ac.il).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d Phage FADO assembled genome sequence was deposited in GenBank under the accession number GenBank: OM236516.1.

This paper analyzes existing, publicly available data. The accession numbers for the datasets are listed in the key resources

table and Supplementary tables.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Bacterial strains and phages
Escherichia coliMG1655 andBacillus subtilisBEST7003were grown in LB or LB agar at 37�C shaking at 200 r.p.m. unlessmentioned

otherwise. Whenever applicable, media were supplemented with ampicillin (100 mgml�1) or kanamycin (50 mgml�1) to ensure the

maintenance of plasmids.

The phages used in this study and their sources are listed in the key resources table and Table S3. Phage Fado (Genbank:

OM236516.1) was isolated in this study from a soil sample on B. subtilis BEST7003 as previously described (Doron et al., 2018).

To sequence the Fado phage genome, 500 ml of the phage lysate was treated with DNase-I (Merck cat #11284932001) added to

a final concentration of 20 mg/ml and incubated at 37C for 1 hour to remove bacterial DNA. Then DNA was extracted using the

QIAGEN DNeasy blood and tissue kit (cat #69504) and DNA libraries were prepared using a modified Nextera protocol (Baym

et al., 2015) for Illumina sequencing. Phage DNA was assembled from sequenced reads using SPAdes v. 3.11.0 (with the –careful

and –cov-cutoff auto modifiers) (Bankevich et al., 2012), genes were annotated using the online RAST server (Aziz et al., 2008)

and the sequence was deposited in GenBank under the accession number OM236516.
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Phages were propagated on either E. coliMG1655 or B. subtilis BEST7003 by adding the phage to a bacterial liquid culture grown

to OD600=0.3 and incubated at 37�C until culture collapse. Propagated phage lysates were centrifuged at 4000 RPM to pellet bac-

terial cells and the supernatant was filtered through a 0.2 mM filter. Lysate titer was determined using the small drop plaque assay

method as previously described (Mazzocco et al., 2009).

METHOD DETAILS

Computational prediction of defense systems
Generating protein clusters

A database of 38,167 bacterial and archaeal genomes was downloaded from the Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG) database in

October 2017 (Chen et al., 2019). All proteins in the database were first clustered using the ‘cluster’ option of MMseqs2 (release

2-1c7a89) (Steinegger and Söding, 2017), with default parameters (C1 clusters). To remove redundancy, the clusthash option of

MMseqs2 was used with –min-seq-id 0.95 and then only one representative of each redundancy group was included. Clusters

were further aggregated into larger clusters (C2 clusters) using four additional cycles of clustering, in which - in each cycle - a repre-

sentative sequence was taken from each cluster using the ‘createsubdb’ option of MMseqs2 and representative sequences were

clustered using the ‘cluster’ option with the ‘–add-self-matches’ parameter. For the first additional clustering cycle, the ‘cluster’ op-

tion was run with default parameters; for the additional cycles 2–4, clustering was run with sensitivity parameter ‘-s 7.5’, and for the

additional cycle 4, the ‘-cluster-mode 1’ parameter was also added.

Defense score calculation

The pfam and COG annotations of all proteins in the set were downloaded from IMG in October 2017 (Chen et al., 2019). A set of

pfams and COGs of verified defensive protein families was compiled based on Doron et al. (2018), and all proteins annotated with

at least one of these pfams or COGs were considered as known defense proteins (‘positive set’; Table S27). For each C1 cluster,

the fraction of genes associated with known defense genes (‘defense score’) was computed as previously described (Cohen

et al., 2019; Doron et al., 2018). To minimize false predictions, positive set proteins whose C1 clusters received a score lower

than 0.25 were removed from the positive set and the score calculation was reiterated. Defense score was then calculated for C2

clusters.

To assesswhether the defense score is higher than expected by chance, a p-valuewas calculated for the defense score of eachC2

cluster as follows: for each genome-of-origin of each gene in the cluster, the number of genes that had at least one positive set gene in

their environment (up to 10 genes upstream or downstream) was counted. These numbers were summed, and divided by the total

number of genes present in the genomes-of-origin of the genes in the cluster. The resulting value represents the probability of a

random gene within the genome set to be present next to a known defense gene. This value, calculated for each cluster, was

then used to calculate the probability to obtain the defense score of the cluster (or higher), assuming a binomial distribution, yielding

a p-value. This p-value was corrected for multiple testing using the qvalue package of R (Storey et al., 2019), generating a q-value for

each C2 cluster.

Prediction of multi-gene defense systems

Multi-gene defense systems were predicted as previously described (Doron et al., 2018). For this, C2 clusters containing genes from

at least 4 genera, an effective cluster size >=10, a defense score >=0.4 and q-value <=0.05 were selected as anchor clusters for sys-

tem prediction (Table S1). Effective size was calculated as the number of genes within the cluster that resided in a long-enough

genomic scaffold such that 10 genes from each of their sides were present on the scaffold. To predict the domain organization of

the systems, all proteins were scanned with HHpred (Zimmermann et al., 2018) against the PDB, COG, and Pfam databases.

Experimental validation of defense systems
Cloning of candidate defense systems

All sequences and source details for the systems cloned in this study are listed in Table S2. The predicted defense systems were

synthetized and cloned in the shuttle vector pSG1-RFP (between the AscI and NotI sites of the multiple cloning sites) by Genscript

Corp. as previously described (Doron et al., 2018). The ISG15-like systems were cloned into an arabinose-inducible plasmid (pBAD,

Thermo Fisher #V43001). The cloned vector was transformed into E. coli MG1655 cells (ATCC 47076) and verified with PCR. The

same vector was also transformed into B. subtilis BEST7003 cells (kindly provided previously by M. Itaya) using 10X MC medium

(80mMK2HPO4, 2% glucose, 30 mM trisodium citrate, 22 mg/ml ferric ammonium citrate, 0.1% casein hydrolysate, 0.2% potassium

glutamate, 30mMKH2PO4) (Wilson and Bott, 1968). The systemwas integrated into the amyE locus ofB. subtilis, and resulting trans-

formants were screened on starch plates for amylase-deficient phenotype.

Whole-genome sequencing was then applied to all transformed B. subtilis and E. coli clones as described in Goldfarb et al. (2015)

to verify system integrity and lack ofmutations. As a negative control for systems expressed inB. subtilis, a strain with an empty pSG1

plasmid, containing only the spectinomycin-resistance gene in the amyE locus, was used. As a negative control for systems ex-

pressed in E. coli, the wild-type E. coli MG1655 carrying an empty pSG1 plasmid was used. As a negative control for systems ex-

pressed in E. coli on pBAD (ISG15-like systems only), E. coli MG1655 carrying pBAD expressing sfGFP was used.

For strains with gene deletions and point mutations, plasmids containing systems with these deletions/mutations were commer-

cially synthesized by Genscript. The mutated systems were transformed into B. subtilis and E. coli as described above, and clones

used were fully sequenced to verify proper integration and sequence of the mutated systems.
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Phage plaque assays

Tomeasure defense, plaque assays were performed on bacterial strains expressing the defense system and a negative control strain

lacking the system. For this, an overnight culture of bacteria was mixed with pre-melted MMB agar (LB + 0.1 mM MnCl2 + 5 mM

MgCl2 + 5 mM CaCl2 + 0.5% agar), and let to dry at room temperature for 1 hour. Then, 10 ml drops from 10-fold serial dilutions

of the phage lysate in MMB were dropped on top of the solidified layer containing bacteria. After the drops dried up, plates were

incubated overnight at room temperature (or 37�C for the RosmerTA system) and the plaque forming units (PFUs) per ml were

counted. Fold defense was calculated as the ratio between the PFU/ml values retrieved using the same phage lysate on control bac-

teria and bacteria containing the candidate defense system. In the case of ISG15-like systems, expression was induced by the addi-

tion of 0.2% arabinose.

Phage-infection dynamics in liquid medium
SEFIR

Overnight cultures of B. subtilis BEST7003 containing SEFIR or an empty pSG1 vector were diluted 1:100 in MMB medium supple-

mented with appropriate antibiotics and incubated at 37�Cwhile shaking at 200 rpm until early log phase (OD600 = 0.3). 180 ml of the

culture were then transferred into wells in a 96-well plate containing 20 ml of phi29 phage lysate for a final MOI of 2 and 0.02 or 20 ml of

MMB for uninfected control. Infections were performed in triplicates from overnight cultures prepared from separate colonies. Plates

were incubated at 30�C with shaking in a TECAN Infinite200 plate reader and an OD600 measurement was taken every 10 min.

Lamassu

Overnight cultures of E. coli MG1655 with Lamassu-Mrr or an empty pSG1 plasmid were diluted 1:100 in MMB medium supple-

mented with ampicillin and incubated at 37�Cwhile shaking at 200 rpm until early log phase (OD600 = 0.3). 180 ml of the diluted culture

were transferred into wells in a 96-well plate containing 20 mL of phage SECphi27 lysate for a final MOI of 2 or 0.002, or 20 mL of phage

buffer (50mMTris pH 7.4, 100mMMgCl2, 10mMNaCl) for uninfected control. Infections were performed in duplicate from overnight

cultures prepared from two separate colonies. Plates were incubated at 25�C with shaking in a TECAN Infinite200 plate reader and

OD600 was followed with measurement every 10 min.

Cell lysate preparation for LC-MS
Overnight cultures of bacteria containing SEFIR, bacteria with no system (negative control) and bacteria containing SEFIR (D40A)

were diluted 1:100 in 250 ml MMB and incubated at 37�C with shaking (200 rpm) until reaching OD600 of 0.3. A sample of 50 ml

of uninfected culture (time 0) was then removed, and phage stock was added to the culture to reach an MOI of 5. Flasks were incu-

bated at 30�C with shaking (200 rpm) for the duration of the experiment. 50 ml samples were collected at various time points post

infection. Immediately upon sample removal the sample tube was placed in ice, and centrifuged at 4�C for 5 minutes to pellet the

cells. The supernatant was discarded and the tube was frozen at -80�C. To extract the metabolites, 600 ml of 100 mM phosphate

buffer at pH 8 was added to each pellet. The thawed sample was resuspended in the buffer and transferred to a FastPrep Lysing

Matrix B 2 ml tube (MP Biomedicals cat # 116911100) and lysed using FastPrep bead beater for 40 seconds at 6 m/s, twice. Tubes

were then centrifuged at 4�C for 15 minutes at 15,000 g. The supernatant was transferred to an Amicon Ultra-0.5 Centrifugal Filter

Unit 3 KDa (Merck Millipore cat # UFC500396) and centrifuged for 45 minutes at 4�C at 12,000 g. The filtrate was taken and used for

LC-MS analysis.

Quantification of NAD+ and ADPR by LC-MS
Cell lysates were prepared as described above and analyzed by LC-MS/MS. Quantification of metabolites was carried out using an

Acquity I-class UPLC system coupled to Xevo TQ-S triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (both Waters, US). The UPLC was per-

formed using an Atlantis Premier BEHC18 AX columnwith the dimension of 2.13 100mmand particle size of 1.7 mm (Waters). Mobile

phase A was 20 mM ammonium formate at pH 3 and acetonitrile was mobile phase B. The flow rate was kept at 300 ml

min�1 consisting of a 2 min hold at 2% B, followed by linear gradient increase to 100% B during 5 min. The column temperature

was set at 25�C and an injection volume of 1 ml. An electrospray ionization interface was used as ionization source. Analysis was

performed in positive ionization mode. Metabolites were detected using multiple-reaction monitoring, using argon as the collision

gas. Quantification was made using standard curve in 0–1 mM concentration range. NAD+ (Sigma, N0632-1G) and ADPR (Sigma,

A0752-25MG) were added to standards and samples as internal standard (0.5 mM). TargetLynx (Waters) was used for data analysis.

Building DefenseFinder HMM Models
In order to build hidden markov models (HMMs) for usage in DefenseFinder, we first collected, for each gene in each verified system,

the set of sequences representing its protein family (Tables S4–S24). For multi-gene systems, the C2 clusters and pfams that partic-

ipate in the system were collected and searched for in all genomes. When all clusters or pfams of a system were found closely local-

ized on a genome (allowing insertions of genes up to double the size of the verified system), this genome was recorded as containing

the system.

For single gene systems, all genes of the C2 cluster from which the experimentally verified gene(s) originated, were considered as

belonging to the gene family. If there were additional C2 clusters that had a similar domain organization, a defense score of >0.3, and

similar average protein size, genes from these clusters were also considered as belonging to the protein family.
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For the bacterial SEFIR, due to the similarity to TIR domains, all proteins of the clusters were searched with HHblits (Steinegger

et al., 2019) against uniclust30 2018 (Mirdita et al., 2017) and then searched with HHsearch (Steinegger et al., 2019) against the

PDB_mmCIF70 (Berman et al., 2000) and Pfam32 (El-Gebali et al., 2019) databases. Proteins where the SEFIR hit was located in

the N-terminus and was stronger than the TIR hit were selected as instances of the SEFIR gene.

HMM profiles were built for each gene of each system as described previously (Tesson et al., 2022). Briefly, sequences for each

protein were aligned using MAFFT v7.475 (Katoh et al., 2002) (default options, mode auto) and then used to produce protein profiles

with Hmmbuild (default options) from the HMMer suite v3.3 (Eddy, 2011). HMM GA score threshold was assigned manually by in-

specting the distribution of the scores.

Structural alignments
The structures for ISG15-like BilA (IMG ID: 2609810443) and the helicase domain of Mokosh MkoA (IMG ID: 2597791081) were

predicted using AlphaFold2 v2.1.1 (Jumper et al., 2021). Best ranking structures were then aligned using PDBeFold (Krissinel and

Henrick, 2004) to the corresponding PDB entries (PDB: 3RT3 and PDB: 6EJ5 for BilA and MkoA, respectively), and visualized using

PyMOL (Schrödinger, 2015). For Figure S4, domains were colored as in Chakrabarti et al. (2011) and Gowravaram et al. (2018).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical significance of EOP data in Figure 1 was tested using R package stats version 3.6.3. aov command was used for one way

ANOVA, followed by the TukeyHSD command for pairwise multiple comparisons using Tukey’s honest significant difference

criterion.
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